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Our Vision 

To break the myth that industrialised food production is the only way to feed the world, by                 

transforming the current Symonds Street Junction Community Garden into an abundant           

Organic Market Garden (OMG). 

Inspired by sustainability & wellness, the OMG will be a living example of how an abundance of                 

nourishment can come from one urban space that wouldn’t be used otherwise. 

We wish to inspire local residents, businesses and communities in the Uptown neighbourhood             

to learn new concepts and gain practical skills, on how to grow nutrient dense food by using                 

organic and biodynamic principles, in an open access teaching hub.  

Guided by the principles of Kaitiakitanga the OMG will demonstrate a sustainable social             

enterprise model by providing a space of inspiration, healing and knowledge exchange in a hub               

of sustainable living practice.  

 

Context 
To secure the designated route for the City Rail Link (CRL), 68 properties were acquired               

including 257-259 Symonds Street; a 700m2 undeveloped sloping site located at a high-profile             

junction on the CBD fringe in Eden Terrace. 

  

At the time of acquisition (June 2013), the land was vacant, littered with demolition debris,               

rubbish and weeds. The site attracted unsociable behaviour and prompted complaints from the             

local community. The site was to be used for the CRL's Newton Station, and recognising that the                 

site is not required for CRL construction until late 2017 at the earliest, the CRL project team                 

adopted a placemaking approach to the management of the property. 

 

A community-focused approach was implemented, but the key constraint was financial, as no             

funding had been budgeted for this project. The sale of advertising space was pitched to a                

supportive local billsticker company which provided the lump-sum up-front funding required to            

start the project.  

  

With this funding the Waitemata Local Board, the UpTown Business Association, Phantom            

Billboards, a local landscaping firm, community groups and local volunteers came together to             



 

develop a concept and then paint, tidy, build, erect and plant on the site, which was named                 

“The Junction.” 

  

The transformation of the site from derelict to a beautiful herb and wildflower haven, featuring;               

grass, seating, a community noticeboard, attractive westerly views and planter boxes was well             

received by the local community. The feedback indicated that community were in favour of              

more public use of the of the site, by way of a community garden. 

  

Local volunteers ‘adopted’ the pocket park by looking after the watering, rubbish collection and              

care requirements. However, overtime, people move on, the community changes, so the            

garden maintenance reduced and has become somewhat of a forgotten park. 

  

This proposal outlines the potential for 257-259 Symonds Street to up its ante and transform               

into an Organic Market Garden and community teaching hub, beginning from January 2018 -              

January 2026. 

  

Griffiths Gardens: 

  

In February 2016, the Griffiths Holdings building on the corner of Wellesley Street West and Mayoral                

Drive was demolished. This is the location of the new City Rail Link’s Aotea Station. As the space was not                    

needed for some time, the area was turned into a public space called ‘Griffiths Gardens’ and has become                  

a central teaching hub for the city bee collaboration project, 'For the love of bees'. The site has become                   

the home-base for the project and provides ongoing activation and community presence on the site. It                

hosts workshops, talks and offers a place for people to 'get their hands dirty' during their lunch breaks.                  

This proposal outlines how the Symonds Street Garden will link with and build up the teachings at the                  

Griffiths Gardens. 
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Mission  

To showcase the role of urban farming by achieving a sustainable and regenerative food system               

in an urban environment. 

Purpose 

We have identified that leadership and support is required to help empower people to reclaim               

their access to healthy food. This is achieved by being transparent and showing what is possible                

on a small piece of urban land. Through education we can share our journey and inspire others                 

to realise their food growing potential and to help Auckland become the safest city in the world                 

for bees, building on the teachings from the Griffith Garden space on Wellesley Street West. 

Outcomes 

To develop an inspirational working prototype of a regenerative organic market garden and             

teaching hub that demonstrates how healthy food can be produced without chemicals and             

industrial interference. 

Provide a physical and virtual hub of knowledge, resources and skills that enables the organic               

urban food movement to flourish across the wider Auckland region.  

Offer facilitated programmes with guest tutors to provide workshops in Permaculture,           

Biodynamics, Natural Beekeeping, Composting etc.  

Establish a prototype Biological Urban Bee Sanctuary. 

Build a connected and resilient local community of residents, ngati whatua, the local business              

association, food providers, other local growers, home gardeners, markets, local board, schools            

and many others, who share values and support sustainable local food options. 

Delivering high quality retail home gardener products, starting with the following: 

Organic Seedlings, Basik Rock Dust, Biologix Nutrients 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Community  

Firstly, our community are all those who live, walk, drive, or work nearby OMG.  

The greater community includes all those who have an invested interest in what is happening in                

the upper Symonds Street area referred to in this proposal as ‘Uptown’. 

The uptown area is defined foremost by Grafton and Eden Terrace. Beyond this it will develop                

associations with other gardens such as the Bond Street Community Orchard in Kingsland,             

Kelmarna Garden in Ponsonby and the Griffith Garden in the central city.  

Everybody is welcomed into The OMG space. As stated in our outcomes above, we wish to                

develop meaningful relationships with all members of the community who wish to engage in              

our enterprise at any level. These may include, but are not restricted to: residents, ngati               

whatua, the local business association, food providers, other local growers, home gardeners,            

local markets, local board members, schools and playcentres. We also wish to set ourselves up               

to be able to support and upskill those in challenging situations such as working with Housing                

First. 

Incorporated into our design is a spacious and comfortable entrance with seating and free              

access raised garden beds for anybody to sit, eat lunch, pick salad greens and herbs and enjoy                 

the space. There will be views looking out over the garden and information provided about The                

OMG, how people can get involved, workshops on offer and times that the market garden is                

open to the public for sales.  

We wish to form a direct partnership with the classes and community being generated at               

Griffith Gardens. We aim to establish a certification system when community members attend             

lunchtime learning classes and gain new skills (e.g. potting up, watering, inoculating, pricking             

out, transplanting), they will get a certificate or a stamp which will allow them to volunteer at                 

OMG and work in the garden. We hope that this can provide purpose and meaning to the                 

homeless community. 

The community is those who are interested in food and sustainability, and those who just want                

to find out how plants grow.  

There is also the local business association which includes the food businesses in the area who                

would like a local organic produce supplier. We have already established relationships with             

Goodness Gracious Bagelry - 2A New Nth Rd, My Coffee Break - 233 Symonds St and Hero                 

Sandwich House - 66 New North Rd and we are working on setting up a meeting with the local                   

business association. 

 

 



 

Business Model  
Creating, Capturing and Delivering Value. 

Issues identified 

General lack of knowledge about the benefits of organic food in terms of personal, community               

and ecological health. Many do not understand, and therefore do not value, organic food over               

conventionally grown food. 

The community ‘buy in’ and use of the space could be considerably higher. 

People love to use the space for lunch breaks, coffee dates and picnics, though there is a lack of                   

adequate seating and shade to make this enjoyable. 

Large scale commercial food producers use unsustainable fertilisers and chemicals which are            

detrimental to the environment and human health. Low vitamin and mineral level result from              

early harvests, long storage times, and poor soil fertility.  

Limited access and affordability of organic produce, especially within the area of OMG (Eden              

Terrace). The nearest supermarkets are a 30 minute walk or 5-10 minute drive to get to, and                 

many of these don’t provide organic produce. 

Supermarkets predominantly supply NZers fruit and vegetables and have very few, if any,             

organic produce options. The myth is that conventional growing is the only option and that               

growing organic is not viable. 

Limited access to comprehensive NZ / Auckland specific resources and tools to facilitate organic              

urban food production. 

Our Solution  

We will supply local, competitively priced, delicious and easy organic produce to the local              

community straight from the farm gate. 

All customers can see exactly where their produce is grown and by whom - and are therefore                 

inspired and connected. 

We will extend the roadside space and include seating for 20-30 people at the top in amongst a                  

beautiful, natural, shaded hangout space filled with native plants, community herb gardens and             

flowers. 

We will offer hard to find organic gardening supplies and friendly advice that enable and               

support people to grow their own organic food. 

We will provide opportunities for sharing knowledge, resources, and passing on food            

production skills. 



 

We will provide a local organic alternative to current vegetable suppliers. 

We will stimulate positive conversations about healthy food, quality and accessibility.  

We will develop connections with other local growers and community. 

 

Our model is based on visibility, accountability and traceability of organic food sources with an               

open gate policy. We will be completely open and honest with how our organic urban food is                 

produced and what resources are required. 

 

Site plan  
The focus of the site design is to incorporate growing, teaching and community access spaces.               
To achieve this the intensively planted growing beds run north/south to maximize sun.  
 
All infrastructure lies along the north shaded wall. 
 
A glasshouse for a quick turnover of microgreens and seedlings is positioned for sun but also                
provides an interesting focal point to the space when viewed from the street. 
 
Importantly, the community area beside the road will be extended and beautified by native              
plantings and flowers; rearranging the garden beds to create a community harvested herb             
garden; and increasing the numbers of seats and benches for people to sit down and enjoy their                 
lunch. These seats will be designed to be utilised as a teaching space for when schools or larger                  
groups come to visit the farm. 



 

  

 

 

 

 

 



 

Business Structure  

Incorporated Society 

The OMG will initially be structured as an Incorporated Society, enabling us to function as a                

social enterprise and develop revenue and profit whilst simultaneously being eligible for grant             

funding. In the first year of The OMG, we see the Incorporated Society structure being most                

suited to the enterprise, however, we may wish to become an Limited Liability Company as we                

develop as a social enterprise and become financially self-sustaining. 

 

The OMG Incorporated Society will be structured as follows: 

The OMG Board of Trustees: 

A formal governance structure will be comprised of The OMG Board of Trustees, which will act                

to govern and steer the Incorporated Society. This Board or Trustees will include the following               

key project stakeholders: 

● Vision Holder and Chair - Sarah Smuts Kennedy 

● Trustee - Ella Rose Shnapp 

● Trustee - Jason Dodunski 

● Trustee - Anna Dadson 

● Trustee - Aaron MacLean 

 

The OMG Council of Culture: 
A “Council of Culture” will act to influence and inspire The OMG and will be comprised of                 

community members and wider project collaborators, including local residents and businesses,           

artists, educators such as AUT and teachers from Griffiths Gardens. The “Council of Culture” will               

provide an opportunity for continual learning and innovation. It will provide a way for wider               

community input, contributing their experience and ideas to the table and maintaining and             

developing an expansive and sound project culture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The OMG Team: 
The OMG will predominantly be managed on a day to day basis by a Garden Manager and Lead                  

Grower.  

The Garden Manager’s role will be to oversee all staff, tutors and volunteers on site and to                 

ensure high standards of production and maintenance, and to ensure that all site systems are               

running smoothly. 

 

The Role of the Lead Grower will incorporate everything growing related. Including planning of              

crops, rotation, harvesting and organising the delivery of produce. Liaising directly with chefs,             

cafes and restaurants to arrange quantities, prices, quality and deliveries. The lead grower will              

also be a core teacher and highly competent at inspiring passion and passing on knowledge. 

 

An accountant will be employed to manage the finances and The Incorporated Society will be               

independently audited at the end of each financial year.  

 

Additionally, a number of facilitators and teachers will make up The OMG team and work to                

engage, educate and support the wider community. The team will grow and develop along with               

the project, at this stage, The OMG Team includes: 

 

Sarah Smuts-Kennedy 

Artist Sarah Smuts-Kennedy is the vision holder and instigator of For the Love of Bees - a                                 

City Bee Collaboration. She is also an experienced permaculture, biological and biodynamic                       

grower. Her art practice includes both a studio based practice and a social sculptural                           

practice and she is a passionate advocate for human beings capacities to relearn how to                             

work with nature to restore our degraded environments. 

She has spent the last 7 years developing a bio-dynamic permaculture teaching garden at                           

Maunga Kereru ( her home) 45 minutes north of Auckland where she grows 90 percent of                               

the vegetables and 70 percent of the fruit she eats. She is a regular contributor to Harvest                                 

magazine, New Zealand’s bio-dynamic magazine. 



 

Sarah is a novice bee keeper and a parent of 3 year old cows Petal and Daisy. Her role in                                       

For the Love of Bees is to support individuals and communities to find ways they can join in                                   

and contribute to our city learning and transformation.  

 

Estelle Macdonald 

Getting serious about healthy food production has lead Estelle to complete Koanga Institute’s             

Permaculture Design Certificate in 2015 and the Six Figure Farming Workshop with Curtis Stone              

& Jean-Martin Fortier in 2016. In a previous life she was a director/interior designer of an                

industrial design build company. She has a degree in Costume Design from AUT and works on a                 

contract basis for performers. 

Estelle lives in an apartment in Newmarket but has the opportunity to practice her recent               

Permaculture and Biodynamic knowledge at a home garden in Coromandel, as well as helping              

to plant out reserves and dunes in the area. She prefers working in community projects where                

many benefit from the process as well as the end result.  

 

Levi Brinsdon-Hall  

Levi is a passionate grower, explorer, teacher, artist and advocate for Nature. He adores              

growing food, flowers, and plants and he sees immense value in teaching and inspiring young               

people to connect with the magic and wonder of the natural world. He has studied Fine Art and                  

Geography at the University of Auckland and is well practiced in Permaculture, Organic farming,              

seed propagation and seed saving. 

Levi is interested in growing in a large scale on the land, collaborating with school                             

communities to establish organic growing sites in Auckland City. He is also working towards                           

creating an organic seed bank as well as developing open source educational resources for                           

workshops and teaching. He believes Nature is the greatest teacher and that the path                           

forwards is one of collaboration and imagination. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Anna Dadson 

Anna’s love of kai, the natural environment and design has led her to combine                           

permaculture principles with landscape architecture to design and implement edible                   

landscapes. She enjoys foraging, running seed swaps, propagating plants and helping out                       

in community gardens.  

As one of Kai Auckland's passionate members, Anna is helping develop an urban                         

agriculture site in Auckland. 

 

Jason Dodunski 

Jason is a passionate sustainable food advocate, keen gardener and general all round                         
foodie. Having studied business management and sustainable enterprise at AUT, Jason is                       
inspired by the possibility of social enterprise in transforming our food system. A firm                           
believer in collaboration, shared learning and the value of nature, He is impassioned to                           
being a part of developing a fair and sustainable food future. 

Co-convener of Kai Auckland, Jason enjoys being part of a collective which come together to                             
build aucklanders connection to food, test ideas, and undertake projects in the food space.                           
Jason is also involved in the Gribblehirst Community Hub, a creative makerspace focusing                         
on creativity, upcycling, sharing skills, repairing and hatching ideas, where he currently                       
supports projects in both the kitchen and outdoor commons. 

 

Ella Rose Shnapp  

Ella is a geographer, environmental and social justice advocate, a grower, a creative, and a                             

beekeeper. She is the General Manager of The Gecko Trust, an environmental regeneration                         

and social not-for-profit working with communities in Auckland to make beautiful                     

environments. Gecko Trust’s kaupapa is "People Healing Nature Healing People". She has a                         

BSciHons in Geography and uses this critical thought in her creative and environmental                         

works to explore the relations and effects between space, nature and society. Ella is also a                               

facilitator of the monthly free bee school and organises the seasonal Biking Bees’ within For                             

The Love of Bees. With a background in project management, people coordination,                       

sustainability, campaigning, events and workshops, she aims to ignite people's                   

empowerment and catalyse ecological regeneration in all of these areas.  

 

 

 

http://kaiauckland.org.nz/
http://www.geckotrust.co.nz/


 

Aaron McLean  

Aaron's culinary journey started as an 11 year old dishwasher and it was the hospitality industry                

rather than university that he ran to from school. Children inspired him to start pointing his                

camera at what he'd previously served, resulting in a 15 year career as one of New Zealand’s                 

most respected food photographers - contributing to many major local and international food             

publications and illustrating more than 20 books.  

Despondent about the state of our media and passionate about being a part in fixing our food                 

system, Aaron founded Stone Soup Syndicate, a cooperative and collaborative physical and            

digital platform looking at our world through the lens of food and engaging a fast growing                

audience in a robust conversation about the place of food in our environment and society.  

Aaron dreams eventually of a final evolution, onto some land where he can grow an abundance                

of food as well as photograph and write about it.  

 

To begin our journey and ensure we heading the right way in establishing this Organic Market                

Garden, we aim to partner with highly experienced and respected mentors that will keep our               

growing journey following a “best practice” protocol.  

Milestones  

To Date: 
Pakaraka Market garden & microgreen workshops - August 2017 

Tony Hudson Biodynamics workshop - September 2017 

Trish Allen design workshop - September 2017 

Site clearing - September 2017 

Detailed proposal prepared for CRL & Phantom outlining Vision, Business model, Budgets &             

impacts - October 2017. 

 

 

 

 



 

Project Goals 2017 - 2020 

2018 - Year One  
● Develop funding streams, infrastructure, systems and resources to enable a sustainable,           

abundant organic market garden to thrive. 

● Curate a series of workshops, events, and activities which increases community           

awareness and understanding of the social and environmental benefits of local organic            

produce and food production. 

● Cultivate and harvest nutrient dense, organic produce to supply local cafes, restaurants            

and offer salad mixes to drop in customers, thus continuing to strengthen local, organic              

food supply within the Uptown community. 

● Provide opportunities for community engagement and involvement through shared         

learning experiences, open days, and tours. 

2019 - Year Two  
● Curate a suite of online, open access, educational tools and resources to provide             

accessible learning options to broaden the reach of the project message. 

● Refine the business model, and develop community capacity to provide a self sustaining             

enterprise, not reliant on external funders.  

● Develop and implement strategies to deliver additional revenue streams, and business           

process efficiencies. 

● Increase production yields by 15%  from year one base levels. 

2020 - Year Three  
● Continue to reduce food vulnerability within the Uptown community. 

● Develop an internship program to upskill and develop aspiring organic growers within            

the wider Auckland region. 

● Streamline and blueprint workshops, events, and activities to increase wider community           

awareness and understanding of the social and environmental benefits of local organic            

produce and food production methodologies. 

● Become self supporting with the intention of making a profit. 

 

 

 

 


